Multi-view learning aims to learn an embedding space where multiple views are either maximally correlated for cross-view recognition, or decorrelated for latent factor disentanglement. A key challenge for deep multi-view representation learning is scalability. To correlate or decorrelate multi-view signals, the covariance of the whole training set should be computed which does not fit well with the minibatch based training strategy, and moreover (de)correlation should be done in a way that is free of SVD-based computation in order to scale to contemporary layer sizes. In this work, a unified approach is proposed for efficient and scalable deep multi-view learning. Specifically, a minibatch based Stochastic Decorrelation Loss (SDL) is proposed which can be applied to any network layer to provide soft decorrelation of the layer's activations. This reveals the connection between deep multi-view learning models such as Deep Canonical Correlation Analysis (DCCA) and Factorisation Autoencoder (FAE), and allows them to be easily implemented. We further show that SDL is superior to other decorrelation losses in terms of efficacy and scalability.
Introduction
The visual appearance of an object in an image is typically determined by multiple factors. Apart from the object class or identity, these factors include viewpoints, pose, lighting condition and other problem-dependent ones, e.g., age, gender and facial expression of a face, and style for handwriting. Some of the factors are explicitly defined and available with variable values for the same object. For example, in cross-view object recognition [47, 17] , images of the same object captured from different viewpoints are available during training, but only one view is available at test time. Some other factors are latent and need to be discovered [6, 28] . For example in visual recognition, object class may be annotated at training time, but other latent factors such as viewpoint, lighting and pose co-effect the object's appearance. These latent factors thus should be disentangled from its class factor for better recognition and from each other for tasks such as pose estimation and style transfer [6, 28] .
Considering each factor as a "view", multi-view learning (MVL) [23] aims to model views by learning a joint embedding where the different views are either maximally correlated or decorrelated. In particular, when multi-view data are provided explicitly for the same object, MVL aims to learn a common representation space where these views are correlated/aligned so that during testing, when one view is missing, it can be reconstructed from the other views for matching, recognition, or synthesis [10, 47, 17, 2, 40, 3] . When the views are latent, MVL is faced with a different task, i.e., to learn a representation where multiple views are discovered and disentangled/decorrelated from each other [28, 6] . We call the former explicit multi-view learning (eMVL) and the latter latent multi-view learning (lMVL). In eMVL models, such as Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) [14] , maximising the correlation of two views is often equivalent to first decorrelating the feature dimensions of each view, followed by minimising the distance between views in a common embedding space [41] . Thus both types of MVL boil down to how to decorrelate data either within view or across different views. scaled to big-data problems by adopting mini-batch based optimisation, which is incompatible with the whole training set covariance computation. Early deep MVL models either use full-batch optimisation [2] or large mini-batch size to approximate the full batch statistics [40] . Both have poor scalability for large datasets and/or large networks. Recently, more efficient mini-batch based optimisers were developed for deep MVL. They either neglect whitening [3] , similar to Batch Normalisation (BN) [15] , or only decorrelate at the mini-batch level [6] . Both are efficient but not effective: The former does not benefit from decorrelation; whilst the latter suffers from mini-batch statistics being an inaccurate reflection of the true full-batch statistics, particularly with small mini-batch sizes. Decorrelating method: The standard approach to achieve exact (hard) decorrelation is via a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)-based computation [2, 40, 41] . However, SVD's O(k 3 ) cost is not scalable for the large layer sizes k in contemporary neural networks.
In this paper, a unified methodology is proposed to encompass both eMVL and lMVL. Key to this is a decorrelation loss called Stochastic Decorrelation Loss (SDL) that can be added to any NN layer's activations. The SDL loss approximates the full-batch decorrelation efficiently and effectively by using mini-batch based stochastic incremental learning, and by reformulating the decorrelation problem as an unconstrained optimisation. This is significantly different to the standard approach of exact hard decorrelation, as decorrelation now becomes an auxiliary loss to be optimised together with the other losses in the model. Such inexact decorrelation turns out to be as effective but much more scalable than the standard solution. With the SDL loss, existing eMVL and lMVL models can be reformulated to reveal the connection between them. We demonstrate this with a representative eMVL model, Deep Canonical Correlation Analysis (DCCA) [2, 40, 41] , and a popular lMVL model, latent Factorisation Autoencoder (FAE) [6] . We show that we can achieve much more efficient training, making deep MVL scalable while maintaining its effectiveness.
The proposed SDL is not restricted to multi-view learning. It can be added to any layer in any DNN where, by encouraging the activations of a layer to be decorrelated, it prevents neuron co-adaptation and maximises model capacity, thus improving its performance. Existing decorrelation losses, e.g. DeCov [7] , were proposed with this latter purpose. But they did not reveal the connections between decorrelation and multi-view learning, or eMVL and lMVL. We compare the proposed SDL and DeCov Losses [7] , on both multi-view and single view learning benchmarks. Experimental results suggest that SDL is consistently superior to DeCov [7] . The reason is two-fold. On one hand, SDL approximates global statistics using incremental learn-ing while DeCov Loss [7] exploits mini-batch statistic only. On the other hand, SDL is more robust by exploiting L 1 loss instead of L 2 [7] for sparser correlation.
Related Work
Deep explicit Multi-View Learning The most representative eMVL [23] models are Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) [14] and its variants including Kernel CCA [12] and multi-view CCA [10] . Inspired by the success of Deep Neural Network (DNNs) in representation learning [46] , Deep CCA has received increasing interest [2, 40, 41] . Among them, the models in [2, 40] rely on either full batch or large mini-batch sizes; they are therefore intractable for large scale learning. To improve the scalability, Stochastic Deep CCA (SDCCA) [41] uses a mini-batch based stochastic optimisation method. However, as mentioned earlier, it differs fundamentally from our model: It is a harddecorrelation model; consequently, costly SVD operation in each iteration is required (cubic w.r.t the number of activations). In contrast, our model enforces soft-decorrelation by formulating the constraint as a loss which is optimised with the other losses in the model in a standard stochastic gradient decent optimisation. Our model is thus much more scalable without sacrificing effectiveness, as validated by our experiments (see Sec. 4.1).
Another popular eMVL model is the Multimodal Autoencoder (MAE) [29] which aims to achieve both withinview and across view reconstruction via a shared embedding. MAEs have also been combined with CCA [3, 39] . Apart from aligning multiple views, eMVL has also been optimised for supervised classification [17] . Our model is orthogonal to these and can be readily integrated into them.
Deep latent Multi-View Learning lMVL models aim to disentangle the underlying factors of variation that give rise of the visual appearance of an object. They are typically a variant of autoencoders, with generative models such as Variational Autoencoders (VAE) [19, 28, 26] being the most popular models. This is because discriminative models only focus on class-sensitive factors and discards the others, whilst generative models preserve everything for reconstruction making disentangling possible. Existing models [47, 42] usually assume that some factors are annotated during training, and the annotation can be used to supervise parts of the latent embedding layer/code so that each part contains information relevant to a specific factor (e.g., identity and viewpoint). However there is no guarantee that these (particularly unsupervised) parts are mutually exclusive, i.e., disentangled. Recently, adversarial training was combined with VAE to disentangle specified factors (e.g., identity) from unspecified ones. However, adversarial training is unstable and computationally expensive [30] . The most relevant work is [6] which proposed to minimise the cross-view correlation between two latent factors in a deep factorisation autoencoder (FAE). Their mutual decorrelation loss (termed XCov) is also based on mini-batch optimisation. However, the XCov Loss only eliminates the correlations between different latent factors. It does not decorrelate activations within each factor, and thus cannot be used for eMVL. Moreover, XCov computes covariance only based on the mini-batch whilst SDL approximates the full-batch statistics using mini-batch stochastic incremental learning. It is thus more effective as shown in our experiments (see Sec. 4.2).
Both [18] and [38] take triplet supervision signal and aim to disentangle a learned representation into subspaces corresponding to different semantic concepts. It is thus related to the FAE model where we use SDL to disentangle class related and class-independent activations. But there is a key difference: [18] and [38] aim to ensure that each subspace is correlated to a given semantic concept, but there is no constraint on the correlation between different concepts/subspaces in many cases they are not independent (e.g. color and category in [38] ). Therefore [18] and [38] are orthogonal to our work. Our SDL can be added as a regularization if the different subspaces are assumed independent to each other.
Decorrelation beyond Multi-View Learning
Training deep neural networks can be a difficult task [8] , prone to overfitting, saturation and slow convergence. These problems are typically alleviated by regularisation. Decorrelation losses, e.g. DeCov [7] have proved effective at ameliorating such overfitting problems. Therefore, the proposed SDL, as a decorrelation loss, can also be applied to the same standard supervised learning problems. The main differences between the existing decorrelation loss DeCov [7] and the proposed SDL are as follows: First of all, the study presenting DeCov [7] does not reveal the intrinsic connections between multi-view learning (MVL) and decorrelation losses, while the main purpose of our SDL is to enable effective and efficient MVL. Furthermore, experimental results illustrate that our SDL is superior to DeCov [7] on all kinds of tasks, from MVL to standard single view supervised learning problems. The superiority of SDL is due to two characteristics: On one hand, accumulating covariance statistics is used in SDL instead of pure mini-batch based as in DeCov [7] . On the other hand, SDL uses the more robust L 1 instead of L 2 penalty in DeCov [7] , thus also generating sparser correlation. Another two widely used regularisation techniques are Batch Normalisation [15] and dropout [32] . Batch Normalisation (BN) [15] standardises (removes mean and normalises variance) of a given layer's activations. It helps achieve better convergence rate, less nonlinear saturation and sensitivity to initialisation. It is interesting to note that BN [15] was motivated by decorrelating activations but ends up only standardising each activation in isolation, with no whitening. Our SDL thus can be used in place of BN to complete the task BN sets out to do. Dropout [32] aims to prevent co-adaptation of neurons by randomly deactivating them. Our SDL provides another means to avoid coadaptation by explicitly decorrelating neurons. Reducing co-adaptation in this way maximises model capacity.
Our contributions are as follows: (1) We reveal the connection between multi-view learning (MVL) and decorrelation. Stochastic decorrelation loss (SDL) serves this main purpose and allows both explicit and latent multi-view learning to be formulated in a unified framework; (2) The studied MVL models (e.g. CCA and FAE) with SDL loss are more effective and efficient than their counterparts; (3) With accumulating covariance statistics and L1 loss, the proposed SDL achieves better performance than existing decorrelation loss DeCov [7] on different tasks including both MVL and single-view problems.
Methodology

Stochastic Decorrelation Loss
Formulation Assuming that the activations of a fully connnected (FC) layer 1 in a deep neural network over a mini-batch are denoted as X ∈ R m×k , where m is the minibatch size and k indicates the number of neurons/feature channels. We further assumes that X has been batchnormalised, i.e., each activition over the mini-batch has zero mean and unit variance. This can be easily achieved by adding a Batch Normalisation (BN) [15] layer after the FC layer. The mini-batch covariance matrix C t mini for the t-th training step then is given as:
Our aim is to approximate the full-batch based covariance matrix C f ull by accumulating statistics collected from each mini-batch. This is achieved by stochastic incremental learning. More specifically, we first compute an accumulative covariance matrix:
where α ∈ [0, 1) is the forgetting/decay rate and C 0 accu is initialised with an all-zero matrix. A normalising factor is also computed accumulatively as c t = αc t−1 + 1 (c 0 = 0 initially). The final full-batch covariance matrix approximation is then computed as:
If we were to follow a hard decorrelation strategy as in [2, 40, 41] , we need to force the off-diagonal element of C t appx to zero. However, that has implications on the computational cost and scalability which we shall detail later. Instead, we formulate the decorrelation as a loss rather than a constraint (requiring an exact decorrelating operation) and encourage soft decorrelation. Specifically SDL is an l 1 loss on the off-diagonal element of C t appx :
where φ t ij is the element in C t appx at (i, j). l 1 loss is used here to encourage sparsity in the off-diagonal elements. SDL is soft because it only penalises the correlation across activations instead of enforcing exact decorrelation. It will be jointly optimised with any other losses the model may have. Gradients and Optimisation We first expand Eq. 4 to
with the sign matrix S ∈ R k×k and i, j = 1, ..., k. Eq. 6 can be written in a matrix form:
where · indicates matrix multiplication.
Once the gradients of SDL are computed, they are passed through the network during back-propagation and optimised along with other losses' gradients in an end-to-end training procedure. DeCov [7] and Its Varaiants SDL has two key differences to DeCov [7] : (i) SDL approximates the global covariance by accumulating mini-batch covariance statistics; and (ii) SDL exploits L1 loss instead of L2 loss in De-Cov [7] for robustness and sparsity. To investigate the impacts of these two differences, a variant of DeCov [7] , called DeCovL1, is proposed by replacing L2 loss with L1 on covariance matrix off-diagonal elements, as in Eq. 4. Extensive experiments on different tasks (Sec. 4) show that SDL consistently achieves better results than its counterparts due to both of our contributions.
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SDL SDL L2 Loss Computational Complexity Eq. 4 shows that to compute the SDL in a forward pass, we need matrix multiplication (as in Eq. 1), matrix addition (as in Eq. 2) and matrix element-wise summation (as in Eq. 4). Therefore, the forward pass computation complexity of SDL is O(mk 2 ). The gradient computation during the backward pass is in Eq. 7. It is also a matrix multiplication and therefore the complexity is O(mk 2 ). The overall computational complexity of one training iteration is thus O(mk 2 ). In contrast, existing hard decorrelation computation [2, 41] has a complexity of O(mk 2 + k 3 ) due to SVD. Note that in large scale vision problems, the number of activations in a FC layer can easily be thousands, meaning that the alternative hard decorrelation models are prohibitively expensive. Generalisation to convolutional layers SDL can be generalised and applied to convolutional layers in a DNN. Specifically, assuming that the output of a convolutional layer is a tensor with the shape m×k×h×w, where m is the mini-batch size, k indicates the number of feature channels and h, w correspond to the spatial dimension of the output tensor/filter. SDL simply treats it as an input with shapê m × k, wherem = m · h · w is the effective mini-batch size.
Multi-View Learning with SDL
In this section, SDL is used to formulate a representative eMVL model, namely Deep CCA, and a popular lMVL one, namely deep Factorisation Autoencoder (FAE). Deep CCA with SDL Deep canonical correlation analysis (Deep CCA) extends a linear CCA model by projecting images of a same object from different views to a common representation space using a DNN with multiple branches, each corresponding to one view (see Fig. 1 ).
We consider a two-view case for simplicity of notation, but the multiview extension is straightforward. Assume we have 2N object images consisting of two views for each of N objects. They are then organised into mini-batches of M image pairs and fed into the two DNN branches. Denote as X 1 and X 2 the training images of the two views respectively. The two DNN branches aim to learn functions that project the two paired input image sets into a common embedding space where they are maximally correlated. Denote the DNN projection function for view i, i = {1, 2} as as P θi :
is the projected feature matrix for view i in the l-D CCA embedding space and θ i indicates the DNN parameters.
Following [9] , CCA can be formulated in multiple ways and the most relevant one here is:
where I indicates the identity matrix. The constraints enforce decorrelation of the two input signals within themselves. Eq. 8 can be written into an equivalent form:
arg min θ1,θ2
where || · || F is the Frobenius norm of a matrix. It shows that maximal correlation of P T θ1 (X 1 ) and P T θ2 (X 2 ) can be achieved by minimising the l 2 distance between the decorrelated signals.
With the proposed SDL, the constrained optimisation problem in Eq. 9 can be reformulated as the following unconstrained objective:
arg min θ1,θ2 L dist (P θ1 (X 1 ), P θ2 (X 2 )) + λ(L SDL (P θ1 (X 1 )) + L SDL (P θ2 (X 2 ))),
where L dist (P θ1 (X 1 ), P θ2 (X 2 )) is the l 2 distance loss and λ weights the three losses. Note that both SDL and l 2 loss are mini-batch based losses. Therefore, realising Deep CCA via SDL means it can be optimised using standard SGD algorithms for end-to-end learning. Factorisation Autoencoder with SDL Again we describe a two-view case although the model can generalise to arbitrary number of views. The two-view FAE model is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Its encoder (a deep neural network) takes image x as input and projects it into an embedding space/latent code which has two parts: y and z. We assume y is a factor that is annotated in the training data, e.g., class label. The other unspecified factors are thus captured by z. Both y and z are used as input to the decoder (e.g., a deconvolutional network) which produces a reconstruction of x, denoted asx. The goal is not only to accurately reconstruct the input x, but also to represent distinct factors of variation in y and z (e.g., class and style respectively). Assume the FAE model is parameterised by θ. Given a training set D containing images X and their labelsŶ for the known factor, the learning objective of FAE is:
where L rec (X,X) is the reconstruction loss, which we use pixel l 2 loss here, and L cla (Y,Ŷ ) is the classification loss, i.e., cross-entropy loss here. In this standard FAE formulation, there is no constraint on the relation between y and z, so they do not necessarily represent distinct aspects of the input signal. To disentangle them, we introduce our SDL in the learning objective:
that is, as shown in Fig. 2 , we decorrelate the elements of the concatenated code [y, z] which will decorrelate the two code parts (and hence the factors), as well as the signal within the factors.
SDL for DNN beyond MVL
So far, our SDL has been applied to a single layer in a MVL model. It can also be used as a layer decorrelation/whitening loss and added anywhere in any DNN. Since SDL encourages a layer's activations to be decorrelated, it reduces activation co-adaptation and maximises the model's capacity. We found that it is particularly useful in classification DNNs where the standard BN is effective. Here SDL furthers boosts classification performance. It is also useful for deep models with an encoder-decoder architecture [16, 27] . These models tend to be computationally expensive; having a low dimension in the code layer is thus critical for making the model tractable. Our SDL can be added to the code layer to maximise the model capacity and make the model compact yet effective.
Experiments
Deep CCA with SDL Datasets and settings
For eMVL, we evaluate two datasets widely used for deep CCA. MNIST [21] consists of handwritten digit images with 60,000 training and 10,000 testing images. We follow the experimental setting in [3] for cross-view recognition. Deep CCA models are trained on the left and right halves of a 10,000 sized subset of training images and we do 5-fold cross validation on the provided test set for recognition. Multi-PIE [11] is a face dataset composed of 750,000 images of 337 people with various factors contributing to appearance variation including viewpoint, illumination and facial expression. We use a subset containing 6,200 images of all 337 identities in neutral expression and lighting. Constructing an analogous experiment to the cross-view recognition benchmark, these images are separated into the left and right view groups according to their viewing angle. Left-right view angle pairs are then formed exhaustively for the same identities to train the deep CCA models. We use half of the images in both views for deep CCA training and also do 5-fold cross validation for recognition on the rest of the data.
Implementation details For MNIST cross-view recognition, the network architecture of each view branch is identical to that in [3] for fair comparison. Concretely, there are three hidden layer containing 500, 300, l units/activations respectively, where the l units are used as the common representation (CCA embedding layer). ReLU is applied on the hidden layers' activations (except the embedding layer). Once the CCA model is trained, on the test set, features from one view (e.g., right) are exacted, embedded with deep CCA, and then fed to a Linear SVM [4] classifier which is trained to recognise the images. Finally, the model is evaluated based on features from the other view (e.g., left) being projected into the shared embedding space, and recognised by the SVM. Clearly the performance of the SVM on this cross-view recognition task depends on the efficacy of the CCA embedding. An analogous cross-view recognition setting is used for the Multi-PIE dataset. The DNN architecture for Multi-PIE also has three hidden layers: 1024, 512, l units, the l units are used as the CCA embedding layer. ReLU is applied on the hidden layers' activations (except the embedding layer). The cross-view recognition procedure is similar to that on MNIST.
Competitors For shallow CCA models, we compare the standard linear CCA [14] and its nonlinear kernelised variant, KCCA [12] . KCCA is not tractable with the computer hardware we have when l > 50, so only results with l = 50 are reported. For the deep CCA models, we compare with CorrNet [3] and SDCCA [41] . CorrNet [3] combines correlation maximisation with cross-view autoencoder loss and uses Batch Normalisation. Without access to their code, we can only use the reported result in [3] which was obtained only on MNIST with l = 50. As far as we know, SD-CCA [41] is the most efficient state-of-the-art deep CCA model to date. Moreover, we also replace SDL with De-Cov [7] Figs. 3 and 4 . We can make the following observations: 1) The deep models achieve much better performance than the shallow ones. 2) Deep CCA with our SDL achieves the best results on both datasets with all three CCA space dimensions (l = 50, 100, 200). 3) Both CCA and SDCCA benefit very little from increasing CCA space dimension, whilst our model clearly benefits. 4) Models with SDL achieve the best performance overall among competitors on cross view recognition and correlation strength. 5) SDL outperforms DeCovL1, which in turn outperforms vanilla DeCov [7] . This demonstrates that both our contributions of L1 penalty and incremental correlation statistics are beneficial.
Results on cross-view correlation Another way to evaluate CCA models is to measure the average correlation strength of each matching pair of data when they are projected in to the common CCA space [41] . On MNIST, we follow the experimental setting and network architecture of [41] (SDCCA) for fair comparison, and similarly for Multi-PIE. The results on both datasets are shown in Table 1 . We can conclude from the results that: (1) Again the two deep models achieve much higher correlation values indicating that they align the two views much better than the linear CCA model. (2) For the easier digit classification task in MNIST, our model is slightly inferior to SDCCA at 50D and 100D, but better at 200D. For the more challenging instance recognition problem in Multi-PIE, our model consistently outperforms SDCCA and the gap increases with the dimension. this results suggest that our model is more effective with higher dimensional embedding space, which is required for more challenging computer vision tasks. for our model and that for the most efficient deep CCA model proposed to date, SDCCA [41] . Figure 5 shows that when the CCA embedding space dimension increases to 4,000 (roughly the same as the final FC layer size of popular DNNs like AlexNet and VGGNet), our model is clearly much more efficient to train. This is due to the O(k 2 ) vs. O(k 3 ) training complexity difference.
Evaluation on scalability
Factorisation Autoencoder with SDL
Dataset and setting We use MNIST [21] , and follow the same experimental setting as [6] . The network architecture is 784-1000-1000-{y+z}-1000-1000-784, where 784 is the dimension of the vectorised image. ReLU is applied on the hidden layers' activations (except y, z). As shown in Fig. 2 , among the two factors to be disentangled, y is the the digit class which is annotated for the training data. The other factor z corresponds to aspects of appearance besides class -i.e., the unannotated writing style. In our experiments, the dimension of y is fixed to 10 corresponding to the 10 digit classes and the dimension of z is also set to 10. We compare the performance of a vanilla FAE (basic network with only reconstruction and classification loss), FAE+XCov Loss [6] and our FAE+SDL. Evaluation on decorrelation Comparisons on correlations of the activations in each view with/without our SDL loss are shown in Table 2 . The sum of absolute off-diagonal elements in the activation covariance matrix over the training set is used as a correlation strength measure. Our SDL indeed reduces correlation significantly. Evaluation on disentanglement In the ideal case, the two factors will be completed disentangled in y and z, i.e., y contains no information about style and z contains nothing about the class. To quantify this, we compare the digit classification performance with inferred y and z on the test set. y is already the prediction scores from FAE classification branch, which can be directly used for evaluation. The inferred z requires an additional classification model and we train a linear SVM using z from the train set and test it on the test set. Predictions based on y and z should thus ideally give perfect and random chance accuracies respectively. Table 3 shows that with SDL, the style feature z's classification performance is close to random guess (10%), and better (closer to random) than that of XCov, whilst using with the vanilla FAE it still contains extensive class information.
In the meantime, the disentangled y gives rise to the highest classification accuracy using our FAE+SDL. These results suggest that our model is more effective than the alternative XCov loss in disentangling latent factors in lMVL. This is because our SDL does a stochastic approximation of the full-batch statistics, whilst XCov only uses information from each mini-batch. Furthermore, results in Table 3 also suggest that SDL is more effective than its counterparts (DeCov [7] and DeCovL1) on disentanglement.
Qualitative results With the style factor disentangled from the class factor, we can use the FAE to transfer styles to a new digit. Given an input image containing a certain digit with certain handwriting style, we can keep the inferred z and change the value y manually to a different digit class. After feeding both the original z and the modified y to the decoder, we can synthesise a new digit with the same style as the input image. Some qualitative results are shown in Fig. 6 . We can see the better efficacy of our model for latent factor disentanglement in terms of clearer digit reconstruction with clearer style transfer.
SDL for Single-view Architectures
Autoencoder
Beyond MVL, we first apply our SDL to a standard autoencoder (AE). Compare to the FAE in Fig. 2 , a standard AE has only z as its latent code, and its goal is purely to reconstruct rather than also to disentangle. MNIST [21] is used in this experiment and the basic network structure is similar to FAE. SDL is added only at the latent embedding layer z.
The capacity of an AE model depends on how much information the latent code z can capture, and consequently how well the input image is reconstructed. To evaluate how SDL helps maximise model capacity, we vary the dimension of z from 2 to 20 and measure the reconstruction error (Mean squared error (MSE) over the test set). Figure 7 shows the margin between the MSEs of AE+SDL and standard AE, normalised by the dimension of z. It clearly shows that 1) SDL always reduces the MSE of reconstruction. 2) The lower the dimension of z is, the more relative benefit our SDL provides. Some qualitative results are shown in Fig. 8 which further illustrate the observations above. More specifically, when the latent code length is very short (e.g. 2, 5) , the standard AE model reproduces some meaningless results, e.g., images with wrong numbers. In the meanwhile, reconstructions from AE+SDL can better capture number information as well as handwriting style. This suggests that when the model size is a limiting factor, our SDL helps maximise model capacity by reducing neuron co-activation.
Classification on CIFAR10
We use CIFAR10 [20] which consists of 60,000 32 × 32 colour images in 10 categories, with 6000 images per category. We follow the standard experimental setting [20] . The DNN baseline model used is a 10-layer simplification of the 20-layer plain model in [13] 2 . We compare the baseline model (without SDL) with our SDL model. Both models use BN on all layers. SDL is applied on the activations of each BN layer during training. For fair comparison, we fix the initial states of both models to be the same and report the averaged performance over 5 trials. Table 4 shows that our SDL provides a 1.42% performance improvement over the baseline model without SDL. Moreover, DeCovL1 achieves better results than DeCov [7] , and SDL is the best Accuracy Without SDL 84.57 DeCov [7] 85.09 DeCovL1 85.43 SDL 85.99 [44] under both the single-query and multi-query evaluation settings. The Rank-1 accuracy is computed to evaluate all the methods. We also calculate the mean average precision (mAP) [44] on Market-1501 dataset. For the base model, we use the stateof-the-art deep Re-ID model DGDNet [43] , which is built on Inception modules [34] . Our model (DGDNet+SDL) adds SDL on the output of each BN layer in DGDNet during training.
Results The results on the two dataset are shown in Tables 5 and 6 respectively, along with the most recent high performing state-of-the-art alternatives. We can see that:
(1) Our model (DGDNet+SDL) significantly outperforms all prior state-of-the-art on both datasets. (2) Compared to DGDNet which has BN, SDL boosts the performance by a clear margin. (3) All three decorrelation losseses boost the performance and SDL achieves the best. This suggests that decorrelation is a more effective way than individual activation standardisation (BN) for increasing model capacity and boosting performance.
Conclusions
We showed how multiple different deep multi-view learning settings boil down to decorrelating activations of neural network layer(s). We proposed a mini-batch based Method R1 IDLA [1] 54.74 EDM [31] 61.32 CAN [24] 65.70 MTDnet [5] 74.68 DGD [43] 75.30 DGDNet * 78.20 DGDNet+SDL 83.80 Table 5 : Results on CUHK03. Cumulative matching scores (%) at Rank 1. The reported DGD result [43] is based on fine-tuning the network that trained with multiple Re-ID datasets using the Domain Guided Dropout layer. DGDNet * refers to the basic network used in DGD [43] , but trained from scratch only on CUHK03 [22] dataset without the Domain Guided Dropout layer. stochastic decorrelation loss (SDL). The SDL can be used to realise both explicit and latent deep multi-view learning, and do so both efficiently and effectively. We demonstrated that with SDL, a number of generic single-view DNN models for various computer vision tasks can also benefit from the increased model capacity. Moreover, SDL's efficacy is demonstrated by the fact that it consistently achieves better performance than existing decorrelation losses on both MVL and SDL tasks.
